Move and clear nonbeneficial geomagnetic lines,
energy vortexes, grid systems and portals.
Personal Healing, Connecting, Clearing.
Activate Waterways and Aquifers.
Spirit Release (Ghost Busting).
Entity Clearing.
Light Anchoring.
Created from both Ancient Etheric
Technologies and New Energies, these
heart-based higher-dimensional tools are
capable of clearing timelines and realities.

Please know that these tools are all very
intuitive once you are in the
Heart and can just
be with them.
Their use can be as simple as having them on
your person or in your home.
There is certainly no wrong way to use them.
Thank you for the
clearing healing
and anchoring light,
and for raising the
vibration of the planet
and the whole.
We are honored you chose these tools in
your work at this most auspicious
moment here and now.
Much gratitude,
from the Twistedsage
Studios family!!!

The Golden Fire and Light Rods

are an advanced energy tool for use in
Geomancy, Feng Shui, Spirit Release,
Energy Healing, and Dowsing.

The Golden Fire and Light Wands, in the

standard and mini versions, are energetically
the same as the Dowsing Rods.
This manual covers the energetic use of both tools,
while basic Dowsing instructions are not covered.
As with all forms of Divination, we
receive the highest truth in our asking
while we are in the Heart Space. If we are
in our heads while asking, there are many
influences that can sway the answers
received. The ego, along with programs
and beliefs, will greatly affect the information
received. Once in the Heart, we have a much
better perception of higher truths available to us.
These tools can assist us in remembering the
Heart as well as the abilities we came here with.

The true power and potency of these tools, as with
all tools created at Twistedsage Studios, comes
from their energetic counterparts. The origin of the
energetic portion of this tool predates our galaxy,
and possibly our universe. This ancient tool is
anchored into the Golden Fire and Light Rod and
Wands through the very specific measurements
used in their physical construction.
The energetic aspect of these tools can only be
wielded from the heart, by our higher selves.
The heart is the access point to these heart-based
higher-dimensional tools.
To begin using the Golden Fire and Light tools for
their highest potentials, we must first familiarize
ourselves with the energetic part of the tool. From
then on it becomes automatic when we pick up the
dowsing rods. This could be considered an
attunement, as we become familiarized with their
energetic aspects.
The higher dimensional aspects of the Golden Fire
and Light are only accessible through the Heart
Space. This is where the creation of all of our tools
begin, is within these higher spaces and
frequencies of Love and Joy and Harmony. They
are then brought into the physical plane by the
sacred measurements of the physical tools.

It used to be that creating a simple Light anchor,
with intention, would last for up to 8 days, where
this Golden Fire and Light column will hold
indefinitely, if needed.
My Light columns are generally about 20 feet
across. Though Brenda can expand hers out to
encompass much greater areas.
Most importantly
As you do any of the work, don’t try to bring about
things to be in a certain way. We cannot stress it
enough, to not limit anything by trying to put it into
a box. Simply step out of the way and allow.
Soft intentions work the best, as hard intentions
usually contain specific outcomes. Just picking up
the tool, you have a soft intention already
present.
This is part of the new paradigm of no longer
“doing” from our human perspective, rather
“being” a conduit for much higher energies that
are still a part of who we are, individually.
This is also the place where we witness miracles
and magic unfold.
Please utilize any of these tools and instructions
with the idea of soft intentions in mind.

When we anchor into these types of places, the
water or the electrical or the radio waves carry the
frequencies of the Golden Fire and Light with
them, bringing this healing energy to all that come
across these carrier waves or who use the water.
This is huge!! And very tangible and real…
To anchor a column of Light, simply hold
your Golden Fire and Light Rod by the
actual rod instead of the handle. If you
have a Wand, hold it by the handle, upright
in front of you.
This is simply for a visual, a place to put
your attention. As you hold the brass rod
vertically in front of you, imagine a column
of Golden-white Light that extends between
the Earth and Source, Soul, Creator,
God, however you see and say it.
This column of Light goes through the
space you envision (whether distance
or in person) and contains all the
frequencies and properties of
the Golden Fire and Light.
The Light column will stay
for as long as is required.

The Heart
The Sacred Space of the Heart is an actual,
physical space within the physical heart, that we
bring our consciousness into before any energy
work is done. There are brain cells within the
heart, which is where we see our consciousness
residing at before birth. At some point after birth
our consciousness moves up into the brain and
stays right there, behind the pineal gland. It is
from this space that we view the world as separate
from us. It is from here on that the mind
influences our consciousness.
Being in the Heart is where we are less influenced
by ego, emotions, mental perceptions, and
especially outside energetic attachments.
To get ourselves back into the Heart, it is as
simple as a breath and an intention. There are
many long-form versions to move yourself into the
heart space, our YouTube channel offers a few
versions. The easiest way is how The Elders
Three taught us. That is to simply take a breath
from the Earth, up into the heart. A second breath
from Source, Soul, Creator, God, or however you
wish to see and say it, into the heart. A third
breath from both, brought into the heart together
with you.

Once you have reached the heart a few times, it
gets easier. The tools we make at Twistedsage
Studios help facilitate this even more, to the point
that with practice, you can simply pick up a tool
and take one breath and just be there!
We always begin our journeys from within the
heart space. If we begin our journey from the
head, we are easily pulled into rabbit-holes that
seem real but are not. Or, worse, we could begin
our journey out of fear…
The Heart is simply more in alignment with Source,
Soul, Creation/Creator, God.

The properties found in all the Golden Fire tools
are doing fantastic things with the water. As
stated, it can be placed next to water containers,
or used as a stir stick in water. Brass is mostly
copper, but contains other alloys that can rust, so
it is best to not leave the Rod sitting in water.

Light Anchoring
Since we are in the realm of doing the nonphysical
work already, Light Anchors are one of my
favorites. Using the Golden Fire and Light to
create columns of Light is a potent and powerful
way to do any of the work we could do. I anchor
Lights wherever I go, including into cell phone
Personal Clearing
towers, cemeteries, lakes and rivers, aquifers, old
buildings, emergency rooms, stop lights, grocery
Hold the brass rod with the intention of entering
the Heart Space. You may be able to feel it, as the store lines, etc.
heart expands.
Light anchoring can be used for healing as well as
clearing. We can anchor Light into transformers
Simply make the statement that you are in the
and electrical substations to transform electrical
Heart Space, and it is so.
lines and service drops connected to these
Know that you and your entire Light are fully
junction points. The same goes with cell phone
aligned and present.
and other communications towers, where they can
Make the statement that you are clean and
be utilized as carrier waves for beneficial Light
clear. That is clean and clear throughout all time,
frequencies. And don’t forget municipal water
space, dimensions, realities, and incarnations that tanks, which are littered with communications
you exist upon and within.
devices.

We have seen the Golden Fire and Light Rod or
Wand being pointed at someone, and they receive
the clearing and activations. When they do so, any
conscious attachments will usually be cleared
automatically as well.
Other times, when my intention is to do healing
work, I have seen a bluish-gold energy come out
the tip of the brass rod. This does not have to be
seen, what we do is simply an intention with the
tools. So, with a soft intention of doing healing
work, simply point the rod at what you are working
with and use a circular or figure-8 motion above
the area. The distance between what you are
working with and the rod does not matter.
As these are quantum tools, you can easily do the
same things via distance. Simply imagine the
thing, person, place, or situation that you are
working on, and do as you would in person!!
Just having the Golden Fire and Light tools in your
presence, they are emitting a beneficial
field. Though it is not a large field, you can place
the physical tool on electrical equipment, water
containers, or on your nightstand to receive the
benefits of it.

Clean and clear of programs and beliefs which
hold you in a particular perspective, or reality.
Clean and clear of any conscious energetic
attachments that are not beneficial for you. This
includes disincarnate spirits, entity attachments,
cords, contracts, oaths, vows, promises, curses,
karma, etc., which no longer serves you.
Environmental Clearing
Go to where you want to clear with intentions of
doing so. This does not have to be in the physical,
you can simply imagine being there. A sphere of
Golden White Light encompasses the workspace,
including the earth below, no matter if doing it by
distance or in person.
For an instant, there is a void, as everything is
sucked up and then explodes out in white
Light. All that is left is a feeling of Grace and Ease
to the environment. The area is left clean and
clear and in a high vibrational state. This bubble
extends throughout time, dimensions, and
realities, causing a residual effect of the work
completed.

The Golden Fire and Light automatically clears or
reroutes non-beneficial energy Lines. A Light
explodes out and shoots down the grid lines,
clearing them. If it is more beneficial, the lines will
be rerouted around the space being worked
on. Non-beneficial portal/vortexes are cleared in
the process.
Disincarnates and nonbeneficial entities
When clearing non-beneficial entity
attachments, the Golden Fire clears all contracts
(agreements, oaths, vows, etc.) which no longer
serve, and the entity follows its own Light to
wherever is for the Highest and best good.
As with dis-incarnate spirits, entities sometimes
need talked into unattaching and going. There is
a free-will in all of this, and people or other conscious Beings have the free-will choice to go or to
stay and hang on.
As my sister Brenda Schnose says, she has never
met an entity that could not be talked into letting
go. We always use the path of Love, as that is
where all these tools are based within…
If required, there are many resources available at
Twistedsage.com under the Resources tab,
including the Universal Light Activation.

Working with others
Again, begin by being in the Heart Space, clean
and clear, grounded and connected. The Golden
Light creates sacred space, in the form of an
energy bubble around you.
As your higher self holds the etheric rod, you
invite who you wish into your circle, and offer
them the Light rod. This is not done in person,
rather you are going Soul to Soul with someone
at this point. Unlike doing work on a human to
human basis where we need permissions, those
who’s higher selves’ are on board to have the
clearing work done will accept it, or they won’t.
It is out of the human’s hands at this point. If it is
not part of the Soul’s path, the clearing won’t
affect them. The higher-self will know, so just
trust the outcome to be in the highest and best.
A physical energy tool
You can use your dowsing rod or wand to focus
energy, raising everything in frequency and
vibration, resulting in cleaning, clearing, and
healing. Sometimes I will see it as sending out
these cottony poofs of energy that look like
expandable foam, covering everything.

